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• Invest nearly £1 billion a year in research globally

• Fund research into health: predominantly life sciences but also humanities, social 

sciences, education and public engagement

Advancing 

ideas

Seizing 

opportunities

Driving reform

About Wellcome



Our vision is a world where there are 
transformative improvements in human 

health because research outputs are 
managed, shared and used in ways that 

unleash their full value
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Open Research



• Open access policy since 2006 permits green (6 month max embargo) and gold (CC 

licence required). Policy applies to monographs, book chapters and articles.

• 75 % of Wellcome-funded journal articles comply with our open access policy

• 68 % articles published by 5 publishers, 95 % published by 35 publishers

• In 2015-16 we spent £5.67 million on article and book processing charges

Publications



• Support preprints – encourage their citation in grant applications/reporting

• In terms of data availability of 67853 full-text articles within Europe PMC:

• 397 contain a Data DOI Citation

• 1035 contain a Clinical Trial Citation 

• A metadata search of Datacite for Wellcome Trust gives 1203 results from roughly 30 data 

centres/repositories (incl commercial, governmental & institutional)

Searches conducted Feb 2018

Publications



www.wellcomeopenresearch.org

Powered by F1000 Research
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To improve the way research is communicated

• Make the process faster and more transparent, and make it easier for researchers to provide 

information that supports reproducibility

• Expand the range of scientific content that is publishable

• Increase diversity in the publishing market

• Help to “shift the needle” and inform new policies on researcher assessment

Objective
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Peer review-approved articles are deposited in Europe PMC, PMC and indexed in 

PubMed

The model – F1000 Research
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• Fast – articles published within a week

• Inclusive – can publish all your research outputs

• Open – fulfils Wellcome’s OA and data sharing 

requirements 

• Reproducible – data published alongside article

• Transparent – open, author-driven, peer review

• Easy – costs are met directly by Wellcome

Benefits to authors
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• Wellcome-funded authors publish on this platform

• A range of authors, at different stages in their careers, publishing 

a range of different publication types

• Articles are read, cited and generate impact

• Other funders seek to establish their own platforms

• Other publishers emulate some of the key features of Wellcome

Open Research

Success Criteria
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First 15 months:

How are we doing?
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Global readership

How are we doing?
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What our authors say:

Not at all 

important

Neutral

Highly important

How are we doing?
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• 5 platforms launched by other 

funders/institutions

• Created central portal through which articles 

on all platforms can be accessed:

https://openresearchcentral.org/

• F1000 proposing to transition Open Research 

Central to being governed by the international 

research community

How are we doing?

https://openresearchcentral.org/
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• Diversity of article types published: null results and reproducibility studies

Only 6 null results published out of 161 articles

• Supporting data reuse: pilot with Wellcome-funded Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents And 

Children (ALSPAC) 

Allow researchers who use ALSPAC data to publish data notes within WOR, to showcase 

available dataset.

• Gateways - providing personalized portals for institutions or organizations, with links to other 

resources

• Increased use of tools such as Code Ocean and Plotly to create living articles

Where next?
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• Wellcome Open Research is a new way for Wellcome

researchers to publish their work

• The model has been positively received by authors

• Articles are read, starting to see first citations

• Seeing wider support for the model

Conclusions



Any Questions?

@hjhope

h.hope@wellcome.ac.uk


